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Abstract
This study aims to find out the influence of psychological distance and personal relationship of channel members on
conflict, satisfaction and performance. And we also study the connection between psychological distance and
personal relationship and the influence of personal relationship on organizational trust. Besides, we discuss the
substitution effect of personal relationship to organizational relationship, in the specific business environment of
China, especially in the cooperation between small distributors and large suppliers. The trust on the salesmen of
suppliers from the dealers may have more influence on their decision and behaviors than the trust on the supply
organization. So the influence of organizational trust may not be very significant in our study. Our data are from 200
gas stations of Sinopec. And we design panel data regressions of several dimensions for every research variable, to
study it objectively and comprehensively. Based on the results of regressions, this study try to explain the effect of
psychological distance and personal relationship on the factors of channel, and put forward some advice to company
operation. The conclusion of our study may be different from many traditional theories, because we find that the
organizational trust doesn’t affect conflict, satisfaction and performance significantly.
Keywords: Channel members, Psychological distance, Personal relationship, Conflict, Satisfaction, Performance,
Organizational trust
1. Introduction
We mainly discuss the different factors that will influence conflict, satisfaction and performance in channel. The
most important two factors are psychological distance (Federico de Gregorio, Yunjae Cheong, & Kihan Kim, 2012)
and personal relationship (Don Y. Lee & Philip L. Dawes, 2005), each can also be divided into several elements.
What’s more, we test the influence of organizational trust on channel relation (Stephen A. Samaha, Robert W.
Palmatier, & Rajiv P. Dant, 2011, Keith G. Provan & Steven J. Skinner, 1989), because this factor is usually
considered as a significant one. However, our result may challenge the previous conclusions. And we will explain the
reason in our research, based on the particularity of China’s business environment and traditional culture (Don Y. Lee
& Philip L. Dawes, 2005).
Besides, the factors have interactive effect as well. For example, psychological distance has positive effect on
personal relationship and personal relationship has positive effect on organizational trust. Those are also exciting
discovery in our study, which will be mentioned later.
We also find out the different effect of every element of personal relationship. For instance, the willingness of trust
may be more powerful than the behavior of trust, about affecting the trust relationship. The reason might be that the
willingness can reflect the sense of trust better than the behavior of trust. (Robert M. Morgan & Shelby D. Hunt,
1994)
After conclude the results of all the tests and examine all the hypotheses, we come up with some implications for the
application area, which will be useful to the distributors and suppliers.
We have organized the remainder of this article as follows.
Part 1: An introduction for this paper.
Part 2: This part provides a literature review and the research background.
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Part 3: This part describes the hypotheses.
Part 4: In this section, the researcher explains the data analyses and the results of tests.
Part 5: Here the researcher summarizes the paper and comes up with some implications and shortages.
Part 6: Some references.
2. Literature Review
Conflict: A lot of literature talked about the conflict and performance in channel, most of the views believe that
internal conflict will affect performance. This effect may be positive or negative, depending on the origin of conflict.
(Bert Rosenbloom, 1973)
There are two kinds of conflict in channel, calling constructive conflict and destructive conflict. Constructive conflict
will have positive influence on performance, because the members of channel may try to find out a way to solve
problems. On the contrary, destructive conflict will have negative effect on performance, because members will bring
personal dispute into work, which may reduce the work efficiency. The factors that influence conflict are
centralization, formalization, internal volatility, team spirit and psychology distance. Psychology distance is usually
the differences of values and way of thinking between channel members. The members who have a long psychology
distance will be easier to conflict with each other. Those who have a close psychology distance will get along with
each other better, which will lead to less conflict and higher performance. (Federico de Gregorio, Yunjae Cheong, &
Kihan Kim, 2012)
Conflict can be defined as either perceived differences on perspectives that can impede goals between parties (Gaski
and Nevin, 1985) or perceived experiences describing psychological states about the relationship (Dant et al., 2006).
Conflicts can arise from many areas in the relationship, including differences regarding priorities, time perspectives,
and forms of earning (Garg and Rasheed, 2006; Shane and Cable, 1997). Consequently, differences on fundamental
issues or perceptions about relationships are unlikely to be quickly resolved, leading to heated disputes, and creating
destructive or dysfunctional conflict. Dysfunctional, enduring conflict can increase distractions, obstruct goal
alignment, reduce synergy between partners (Anderson and Narus, 1990; Gaski, 1984), threaten the survival of the
relationship (Grünhagen and Dorsch, 2003), and lead to costly litigation for both parties. Due to the delicate balance
between franchisor control and franchisee autonomy, franchise success is strongly determined by the ability of the
franchisor to manage conflict arising from the balance between the parties (Fulop and Forward, 1997).
Trust: Trust can be defined as franchisee confidence in accepting a calculated level of risk with the franchisor
(Coleman, 1990), allowing franchisees to cope with vulnerability in their relationships with their franchisors. This
calculation of trust is based on criteria of trustworthiness. Previous models of trust in channels research have
identified competency and integrity as potential criteria (Davies and Prince, 2005; Dickey et al., 2007; Mayer et al.,
1995).
Unfair in channel relationship will reduce organizational trust, leading to intensify of conflict and opportunism,
which may influence the relationship and performance. The direct reason of conflict is lack of organizational trust,
and conflict will reduce the performance. As a result, we can see that organizational trust will affect performance.
(Stephen A. Samaha, Robert W. Palmatier, & Rajiv P. Dant, 2011)
Trust will reduce dysfunctional conflict, but strengthen functional conflict. If we only consider the harmful conflict
in channel relationship, then trust will have negative influence on conflict. In other word, good trust condition will
lead to less dysfunctional conflict. (Graham R. Massey & Philip L. Dawes, 2007)
The influence of organizational trust on performance is always a popular research topic. The relationship between
distributors and suppliers will be affected by organizational trust to a great extent. When the organizational trust
decrease, opportunism will increase. Using power to manage the relationship can ease the overt conflict, but the
covert conflict and opportunism will still be unavoidable. In a word, organizational trust is quite important to both
sides of channel. (Keith G. Provan & Steven J. Skinner, 1989)
Some researchers summarize lots of views of organizational management theory. They analyze and test every kind of
channel management method. Good organizational management can reduce conflict, improve satisfaction and
performance. (Jan B. Heide, 1994)
Sometimes, the willingness of trust may be more powerful than the behavior of trust, about affecting the trust
relationship. The reason might be that the willingness can reflect the sense of trust better than the behavior of trust.
The behavior of trust is perhaps to maintain relationship, rather than to show their real trust from heart. In another
word, it is easier to build a trust relationship when someone or some organizations have willingness of interaction of
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others. (Robert M. Morgan & Shelby D. Hunt, 1994)
Excepting for the influence of organizational trust to conflict, satisfaction and performance, we can also see that
personal relationship or personal trust is quite important. The effect of personal relationship will be extremely
significant in the contact between the salesman of supplier and the distributor, especially in the situation of small
distributors.
Personal relationship: Personal relationship and trust will have obvious effect on the cooperation of companies.
China is a special country, because relationship of persons is more useful than organization relationship. Personal
relationship will not only affect the channel connection, but also influence the organizational trust. The relation
between the salesman of supplier and the distributor is easier to control and more practical. The premise of
cooperation between suppliers and distributors is trust with each other, which is based on the personal relationship of
boundary-spanners. In Chinese market, many decisions of purchase are made by the salesman, which means that the
personal relationship will affect the business decisions and behaviors more significantly and efficiently. However,
this kind of personal relationship can be a double-edged sword. For example, if one day the salesman leaves this
company, he may also take away his customers. Unfortunately, in the special business environment of China, this is a
risk which the suppliers have to take. (Don Y. Lee & Philip L. Dawes, 2005)
The personal trust of distributors on the suppliers will be important to the compliance of them, affecting the channel
conflict and performance. (Mark A.P. Davies, Walfried Lassar, Chris Manolis, Melvin Prince, & Robert D. Winsor,
2011)
3. Hypotheses
Based on the literature above, we can see that previous research mainly focus on the effect of organizational trust in
channel. However, there are little analyses and tests about the influence of psychological distance and personal
relationship on conflict, satisfaction and performance in channel. Most of the description and study is just in theory.
The existing literature only put forward that psychological distance and personal relationship will respectively affect
channel relationship, but it never mentioned the question that how these two factors make a difference. What’s more,
it didn’t consider the interactive relationship between psychological distance and personal relationship.
In our study, when we mention conflict, we only consider the dysfunctional conflict, which is harmful to the channel
relationship. (Graham R. Massey & Philip L. Dawes, 2007)
We want to focus on the effect of psychological distance and personal relationship on conflict, satisfaction and
performance. Besides, we also use organizational trust to make this study more objective.
Psychological distance: From the previous literature, we can see that the psychological distance will have
significant effect on conflict, satisfaction and performance. Psychological distance mostly refers to the differences of
value and way of thinking between channel members. he members who have a long psychology distance will be
easier to conflict with each other. Those who have a close psychology distance will get along with each other better,
which will lead to less conflict and higher performance. In our study, we divide psychological distance into two
factors, calling value and strategy. The strategy means the differences of the cognitive idea for the company strategy.
(Federico de Gregorio, Yunjae Cheong, & Kihan Kim, 2012)
Psychological distance may also be influential on the personal relationship, because people with similar value are
easier to be good friends. And good personal relationship leads to better channel relation and operation performance,
so psychological distance will have direct or indirect influence on channel relation and performance.
Based on the discussion above, we can have Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2a and Hypothesis 2b:
H1: Psychological distance has positive effect on personal relationship. The closer the psychological distance is,
the better the personal relationship will be.
H2a: Psychological distance has negative effect on conflict. The closer the psychological distance is, the weaker
the conflict will be.
H2b: Psychological distance has positive effect on satisfaction and performance. The closer the psychological
distance is, the higher the satisfaction and performance will be. Here the influence of psychological distance on
performance is indirect.
Personal relationship: Personal relationship is a very typical factor in China’s market, which will have a great
influence on channel internal relationship. To study this factor, we choose the data from Sinopec and its 200 gas
stations to do the research. As a huge supplier, Sinopec sends customer managers to communicate with their
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distributors, 200 gas stations. As a result, the personal relationship here mainly refers to the relation between
customer managers and the distributors. (Don Y. Lee & Philip L. Dawes, 2005)
Discussing personal relationship, we usually use two kinds of elements, calling the personal relation condition and
the communication frequency.
Personal relation condition: The personal relation condition can be the connection situation, trust degree and
private feeling. We can divide it into two factors, calling the fact of relationship and the willingness of contact. The
personal relation condition is a qualitative assessment about the personal relationship.
Communication frequency: The communication frequency consists of the frequency of meeting and the frequency
of calling. The frequency can measure the intimate level of channel members and make an accurate evaluation about
the personal relationship quantitatively. (Robert M. Morgan & Shelby D. Hunt, 1994)
The personal relationship should also be influential on organizational trust, especially in the situation of our research,
in which customer managers are the most important bridges to both sides.
On the whole, personal relationship has direct regulating effect on conflict. And it also affects performance directly
by strengthen the communication. Besides, the direct influence of personal relationship on conflict and performance
will transfer into indirect influence of psychological distance, because the psychological distance has effect on
personal relationship.
Personal relationship will have direct effect on satisfaction because it can improve the level of trust. However, the
influence of psychological distance on satisfaction should be indirect. The two factors of psychological distance,
calling value and strategy, will not improve channel relation or distribution fairness, so they cannot affect satisfaction
directly. As a result, psychological distance will influence satisfaction indirectly, through the effect of personal
relationship. People with close psychological distance will have better personal relationship, leading to higher
channel satisfaction.
Based on the discussion above, we can have Hypothesis 3a and Hypothesis 3b:
H3a: Personal relationship has negative effect on conflict. The better the personal relationship is, the weaker
the conflict will be.
H3b: Personal relationship has positive effect on satisfaction and performance. The better the personal
relationship is, the higher the satisfaction and performance will be.
Many researchers emphasize the importance of organizational trust on conflict, satisfaction and performance.
However, the cooperation of Sinopec and gas stations is based on the personal social network of customer managers,
so the significance of the effect by organizational trust is uncertain. Actually, personal relationship can improve
organizational trust, so we should know whether the personal relationship affect channel relation and behaviors
directly or indirectly, through organizational trust. (Stephen A. Samaha, Robert W. Palmatier, & Rajiv P. Dant, 2011,
Keith G. Provan & Steven J. Skinner, 1989)
In other word, we can know the mode of action of personal relationship to channel relation and behaviors by doing
research on the relation among organizational trust and conflict, satisfaction and performance. If organizational trust
has significant influence on conflict, satisfaction and performance, we can say that personal relationship’s effect is
indirect. If the results are not significant, then the influence of personal relationship on conflict, satisfaction and
performance should be direct.
Based on the discussion above, we can have Hypothesis 4a, Hypothesis 4b and Hypothesis 5:
H4a: Organizational trust has negative effect on conflict. The stronger the organizational trust is, the weaker
the conflict will be.
H4b: Organizational trust has positive effect on satisfaction and performance. The stronger the organizational
trust is, the higher the satisfaction and performance will be.
H5: Personal relationship has positive effect on organizational trust. The better the personal relationship is,
the stronger the organizational trust will be.
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Generally speaking, we can have a picture for all the hypotheses below:

4. Data Analyses and Results
The data of our study come from 200 questionnaires of gas stations. We collected these data by sending
questionnaires to the principals of all the gas stations. Every question is answered by a score from 1 to 5. Score 1
means strongly disagreeing, and score 5 means strongly agreeing.
For psychological distance, we test it by two factors, calling value and strategy. About value, we ask questions such
as “Whether the customer manager of Sinopec has similar commercial values with us?” About strategy, we ask
questions such as “Whether do we have the same sales strategy as the customer manager of Sinopec?”
For personal relationship, we test it by two factors, calling the personal relation condition and the communication
frequency. About the personal relation condition, we examine questions according to two elements, calling the fact of
relationship and the willingness of contact. About the communication frequency, we examine questions according to
two elements, calling the frequency of meeting and the frequency of calling.
For organizational trust, we test it by 5 dimensionalities. The reference questions are as below: 1. Is Sinopec worth
being trusted? 2. Do we believe that Sinopec will treat us sincerely? 3. Will we cooperate with Sinopec, even though
the contract or policy is uncertain? 4. Do we always trust the explanation from Sinopec? 5. Does Sinopec ever get
benefit by damaging our interests?
For conflict, we test it by 5 dimensionalities. The reference questions are about all kinds of conflict between Sinopec
and the gas stations, such as the conflict in operation policy, promises keeping, pricing, promotion and risk taking.
For satisfaction, we test it by 5 dimensionalities. The reference questions are as below: 1. Generally speaking, do we
feel satisfied of Sinopec? 2. Do we admire of the contribution Sinopec made to us? 3. Are we happy to cooperate
with Sinopec? 4. Do we regret about cooperating with Sinopec? 5. Do we choose Sinopec again if we make the
decision another time?
For performance, we test it by 4 dimensionalities. The reference questions are about capability, skills, operation
ability and knowledge.
Then let’s test all the hypotheses with quantitative method.
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4.1 Test 1
In this part, we will study the influence of psychological distance on each factor of personal relationship separately.
There are two factors of psychological distance, calling value and strategy. The personal relationship consists of two
factors, calling the personal relation condition and the communication frequency. And the personal relation condition
can be separated into two parts, the fact of relationship and the willingness of contact. At the same time, the
communication frequency consists of the frequency of meeting and the frequency of calling.
In a word, we are going to test the respective influence of value and strategy on 4 factors, calling the fact of
relationship, the willingness of contact, the frequency of meeting or the frequency of calling.
Firstly, let’s test the effect of value and strategy on two factors of the personal relation condition, calling the fact of
relationship (fact), the willingness of contact (willingness).

We can see that psychological distance has significant effect on personal relation condition.
Then let’s see the effect of value and strategy on two factors of the communication frequency, calling the frequency
of meeting (meet) or the frequency of calling (call).

As we can see, value has positive effect on the frequency of meeting, and strategy has positive effect on the
frequency of calling.
According to the analyses above, we can say that Hypothesis 1 is supported, that is psychological distance has
positive effect on personal relationship. The closer the psychological distance is, the better the personal relationship
will be.
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4.2 Test 2
First, let’s study the influence of two factors of psychological distance, calling value and strategy on 5
dimensionalities of conflict.

We can see that Hypothesis 2a is partly supported, that is psychological distance has negative effect on conflict. The
closer the business values are, the weaker the conflict will be.
Then let’s see the influence of two factors of psychological distance, calling value and strategy on 5 dimensionalities
of satisfaction.
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Next, we can test the influence of two factors of psychological distance, calling value and strategy on 4
dimensionalities of performance.
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As we can see, value and strategy both have positive effect on satisfaction and performance. So we can conclude that
Hypothesis 2b is supported, that is psychological distance has positive effect on satisfaction and performance. The
closer the psychological distance is, the higher the satisfaction and performance will be. Here the influence of
psychological distance on performance is indirect.
4.3 Test 3
In this part, we will study the influence of two factors of personal relationship, calling the personal relation condition
and the communication frequency on 5 dimensionalities of conflict.
Because the personal relation condition and the communication frequency both have two elements, we can have the
results of the regressions below:
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As we can see, personal relationship does not have significant effect on conflict, so Hypothesis 3a is refused.
Then let’s see the influence of two factors of personal relationship, calling the personal relation condition and the
communication frequency on 5 dimensionalities of satisfaction.
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We can see that personal relationship does not have a significant effect on satisfaction.
Next, we can test the influence of two factors of personal relationship, calling the personal relation condition and the
communication frequency on 4 dimensionalities of performance.

We can see that the personal relation condition has significant effect on performance, but the communication
frequency does not have significant effect on performance.
Generally speaking, Hypothesis 3b is partly supported, that is personal relationship does not have significant
influence on satisfaction, but the personal relation condition has significant influence on performance, meaning that
personal relationship may have effect on performance.
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4.4 Test 4
In this part, we will study the influence of 5 elements of organizational trust on 5 dimensionalities of conflict.

As we can see, all of the 5 elements of organizational trust do not have significant effect on conflict, so Hypothesis
4a is refused.
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Then we can see the influence of 5 elements of organizational trust on 5 dimensionalities of satisfaction.

We cannot see significant effect of organizational trust on satisfaction.
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Next, let’s test the influence of 5 elements of organizational trust on 4 dimensionalities of performance.

We cannot see significant effect of organizational trust on performance.
Generally speaking, we can say that Hypothesis 4b is refused, that is organizational trust does not have significant
influence on satisfaction or performance.
4.5 Test 5
In this part, we will study the influence of two factors of personal relationship, calling the personal relation condition
and the communication frequency on 5 dimensionalities of organizational trust.
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Because the personal relation condition and the communication frequency both have two elements, we can have the
results of the regressions below:

We can see that the willingness of contact has significant effect on organizational trust, but other factors do not have
significant effect on it. As a result, we can say that Hypothesis 5 is partly supported, that is personal relationship may
have positive effect on organizational trust. The better the personal relationship is, the stronger the organizational
trust will be.
5. Conclusion and Discussions
We collect the data from 200 gas station of Sinopec, to study the influence of psychological distance and personal
relationship of channel members on conflict, satisfaction and performance.
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The result of our study show up several results below:
1. Psychological distance has positive influence on personal relationship, satisfaction and performance. The closer
the psychological distance is, the better the personal relationship will be, and the higher the satisfaction and
performance will be. Psychological distance has negative influence on conflict. The closer the psychological distance
is, the weaker the conflict will be.
Psychological distance refers to the differences of values and ways of thinking. The effect of value and strategy on
personal relationship is not surprising, which is supported by the reference. Those who have closer psychological
distance will be easier to understand each other and cooperated with each other, leading to higher satisfaction and
performance. Conflict has nothing to do with values, but has some relation with operation strategy, which may help
channel members reach an agreement and reduce conflict. (Federico de Gregorio, Yunjae Cheong, & Kihan Kim,
2012)
2. One part of personal relationship, calling the personal relation condition has positive influence on performance.
The better the personal relation condition is, the higher the performance will be.
The impact of personal connection is quite obvious in China’s business environment and traditional culture.
Sometimes, the distributors can hardly know whether the suppliers are reliable or not, but they can judge this from
the customer managers. Good personal relationship condition will give them confidence of the organization the
boundary-spanners belonging to, so that the performance will be higher. For the distributors, the fact of relationship
and the willingness of contact are very important, because they show that the distributors do not only try to cooperate
with suppliers, but also be willing to do that. However, the communication frequency doesn’t affect the channel
relationship and operation process, so it will not have significant effect on performance.
3. One element of personal relationship, calling the willingness of contact has positive influence on organizational
trust. The higher the willingness of contact is, the higher the organizational trust will be.
Sometimes, the willingness to communicate is more important than the behavior of communication, because
willingness reflects the trust and feeling of closeness but the behavior may come from judgment of reality. The
behavior of trust is perhaps to maintain relationship, rather than to show their real trust from heart. In another word,
it is easier to build a trust relationship when someone or some organizations have willingness of interaction of others.
This description has the same viewpoint as our research, that the principal of the gas station may improve the
organizational trust on Sinopec because of the good feeling of the customer manager. (Robert M. Morgan & Shelby
D. Hunt, 1994)
4. Organizational trust does not have significant influence on conflict, satisfaction or performance.
Many previous references mentioned the improvement effect of organizational trust on channel relationship.
However, we cannot see that in our study. The reason could be very complicated. The particularity of China business
environment will strengthen the influence of personal trust, which is the trust between distributor and the customer
manager in our research. Personal relationship is more simple and practical, especially for those small distributors. In
China, the trust of distributors on the salesmen from suppliers will be more significant on their decisions and
behaviors than the trust on the organization of suppliers. The reason may be that small distributors usually can hardly
know about the large suppliers, so they choose to believe in persons. In conclusion, the effect of organizational trust
on conflict, satisfaction and performance can be easily replaced by the personal relationship, when we are discussing
China’s business environment, with small players of distributors. (Don Y. Lee & Philip L. Dawes, 2005)
Here we can see some implications for the suppliers in China. Not as usual, we cannot see significant effect of
organizational trust on conflict satisfaction or performance. The reason may be that in the cooperation between little
distributors and large suppliers in China, organizational relationship is usually replaced by personal relationship. As a
result, the suppliers should not ignore the importance of boundary-spanners, like customer managers or salesmen.
Personal relationship can lead to organizational trust, by the hard work of staffs in the long term. This conclusion
conforms to the reality in China’s business environment.
However, the advantage of personal relationship can be the disadvantage during some situation. For example, if one
day the salesmen or customer managers leave the company, the suppliers may face the risk of losing some of
distributors.
On the other hand, our study still has some shortages, which can be improved during future research. First, we can
pay more attention to discussing the differences of every influence factor, which will be more interesting. Second, if
we can have more diversified data, the result will be more convincing. Third, we cannot find much theory support for
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psychological distance, which should be added to in the future. Fourth, we should try to find more details to explain
the unusual effect of organizational trust in our research.
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